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2019 - 17th Annual

Map & info: TravisHeightsArtTrail.org
This project is funded and supported in part by the City of Austin through the Economic 
Development Department/Cultural Arts Division believing an investment in the Arts is an 
investment in Austin’s future.

Travis Heights Art Trail
Nov. 2-3 •11am-5pm 



After 26 amazing years on
South Congress, we have a new address  

1602 Fortview  Austin,TX 78704



This is a grassroots art show, created by and for the 
artists of Travis Heights in Austin. Each year, this city 
gem showcases some of the city’s longest practicing 
artists as they open up their homes and studios to the 
public. The Trail has become an area tradition, with 
thousands of fans walking along the beautiful streets of 
the Travis Heights neighborhood. Have fun! Buy Art! 

WE APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT.

Welcome to the  

17th Annual 
Travis Heights Art Trail

The Longest Running
Artist/Studio Tour in Austin.



Carl Shurr
Partner, Realtor, CLHMS
Carl Shurr Group-a SEED company
Distinctive Austin Real Estate
(512) 944-5977
carl@carlshurr.com

www.carlshurr.com 

1620 Woodland 
Austin, TX 78704

(512) 817-4350

We’re new to the 
neighborhood!



Austin Author Showcase
1408 Travis Heights Blvd.

Celebrate the diversity of  
Austin’s own authors with readings,  

discussions and book signings
SCHEDULE FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2ND 

Jan Yonkin 11:00 Read - 11:30 Discussion
Samantha Vanderslice   12:00 Read - 12:30 Discussion

Linda Anderson  1:00 Read - 1:30 Discussion
Howie Richie  2:00 Read - 2:30 Discussion

Erin Walter 3:00 Read- 3:30 Discussion

SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3RD
David Todd 11:00 Read - 11:30  Discussion
Jill Griffin  12:00 Read - 12:30 Discussion

Catherine Avril Morris 1:00 Read - 1:30  Discussion
Leah LaChapelle  2:00 Read - 2:30 Discussion

Liana LeFey 3:00 Read - 3:30  Discussion
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Charlotte Bell
Photography & Wearable Art

Charlotte Bell is primarily a photogra-
pher but she is now combining her pho-
tography and fiber to create one of a kind 
wearable pieces. She will be displaying 
both her photographs and her wearables 
at the Art Trail.

www.charlottebell.com

Ethan Ham
Wood Work & Photography

Ethan Ham is a photographer and wood 
worker with a love of color and texture. 
His unique perspective may challenge the 
viewer or stimulate curiosity about how 
the process was completed.
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Austin Author Showcase



Wolf Sittler
Wood Working
Art is about thinking outside the box. It 
is about looking at what is and discover-
ing how to configure and shape existing 
elements in new ways. My work in wood  
reflects a fluid union of form and function 
that adds visual interest to home or office 
environments.

www.wolfsittler.com
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Sarah Gaertner
Mixed media

My work is about the joy of creating. 
Because of my passionate focus, my 
pieces show a versatility and a com-
mon thread of imagination, whimsy 
and movement.
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Toni Saldana
Alcohol Ink

A native Texas Emerging Artist. 
Self taught abstract painter using 
alcohol inks on yupo paper. I love 
colors and not staying in the lines.  
There are no boundaries. My art 
asks you to explore your imagina-
tion. What do you see?



April Bederman
Felt art

I am a fiber artist, interested in functional 
art. I grew up in a home of makers. I love 
color, texture, nature, dogs and people.   I 
believe in love and happiness!  

abthirdfloor@gmail.com

1403 Kenwood

Las Rancheritas
Rugs

16 women in a rural Mexican farming 
community hook rugs because they 
love it and it brings much needed 
income to their families. 100% of the 
proceeds goes to the artist.    

www.rughookproject.com
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1014 Reagan Terrace
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The Ann Richards School
Visual Arts Program

The Ann Richards School for Young 
Women Leaders is a public school 
(grades 6th-12th). The visual Arts 
program encourages students to 
pursue their creative interests and 
explore.

1403 Kenwood

2
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Jan Pomeroy
Painting

When an artist creates something, part of 
their spirit is in that piece. My hope is that 
my art will have the spirit to bring peace and 
beauty to the observers of my work. Rich 
textures, found objects, rich colors and some 
mystery are in those pieces I create. Come 
and see!
 

www.janpomeroy.com

Sara Jane Parsons
Painting

I am a mouth painter. I love color. 
I am a transparent watercolorist. I 
enjoy layering colors to create a rich 
deep image.

www.sarajaneparsons.com

Barbara Sadler
Quilts

I create modern and traditional 
quilts of all sizes, along with other 
maker pieces.

2008 Kenwood





Special thanks to:

Claudette & Hugh 
Lowe

Colin J. Corgan







Ken Stedman
Fabric Arts
I love everything about weaving.  I love the dif-
ferent yarns, from the super soft baby alpaca to 
sturdy merino wool to silky threads.  I love the 
ranges of colors, both natural and dyed, and the 
wide variety of textures. Finishing a hand-wo-
ven piece is a thrill and I love when someone 
wants to make one of my pieces their own!  
ken@lonestarweaving.com
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Priscilla Ramirez
Jewelry

When I’m creating jewelry my 
heart is open and my spirit is light 
- this is healing for me, and allows 
me to create a piece that makes 
the person wearing it feel beauti-
ful, loved, treasured, and strong.  
 
www.dolcepriscilla.com

Sheila Fox
Painting

An abstract expressionist inspired by color, travel, 
and relationships, Fox works with a number of 
methods and mediums. Her favorites are alcohol 
InKS and chalk and pastels. She also enjoys leading 
mural projects and using the artistic process to 
create community.

sheilakayfox.wixsite.com/studio

1511 Alta Vista
5

1511 Alta Vista
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Deda
Painting

I push, I pull, I scrape, I sand, I 
glob, I gouge, I torch, I touch, I 
crumple, I coax, I risk. Finally, I 
surrender to the riotous beauty 
of creation. Mixed media works 
in hot and cold wax, acrylic, oil, 
photography and collage.

1502 Alta Vista
6

Lisa Orr
Ceramics

Lisa Orr’s artworks for the table 
often refer to traditional porcelain 
or restaurant whitewares, but with 
softer forms inspired by the playful 
and abundant qualities of Mexican 
earthenware. Her artwork is best 
presented with a freshly prepared 
meal.  
www.lisaorr.com

Julie Williams
Mixed media

The artistic journey, for me, began at Rice 
University.This fascination continued with 
art studio courses at the University of Texas 
at San Antonio. Once one pauses to ob-
serve forms in nature, it is my feeling that it 
becomes a shared experience with the artist, 
part of our collective unconscious. 
southaustinstudio.com

1502 Alta Vista
6
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Cheryl Rae
Mosaics, Game Designer

Art for me is about color, line and fun.  
I love toys, cartoons and science fiction. 
They’re my inspiration. This year I’ve spent a 
lot of my time designing new card games.
They’ll make great stocking stuffers!

outthereinnovations.com

8
1318 Alta Vista

Jo Lagattuta
Mixed Media and Printmaking

“When you are in your creation and 
you are doing what you love to do, you 
become what you really are again. You 
are not thinking in that moment; you are 
expressing.” One could say I make art to 
please the eye and touch the soul.

www.jolagattuta.com

Leslie Lowdermilk
Mixed Media
My coasters are unique because every 
one is unique. Sealed using restuar-
ant grade resin, makes the Little Puff 
Coaster, the coaster for your next gath-
ering a great conversation starter.

littlepuffcoaster.com
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Heidi Stanfield 
Mixed Media

I am a painter working in oil and a sculptor 
working in mixed media. I incorporate found 
objects into my sculptures. My paintings bridge 
representation and abstraction. My most recent 
work addresses loss and absence. 

9
503 Pecan Grove

AJ Simon 
Painting

I’m a painter, printmaker and assem-
blage artist. My paintings and prints 
are figurative-abstract. They come 
from observation/drawing of every-
day things. My assemblage is from 
found objects and recycled books.

Ann Alva Wieding
Photography

Ann is a photographer that has always 
been captivated by the natural world and 
patterns that emanate from it. She strives 
to capture and display the visual drama 
that is the interplay between light and 
color and composition in the still image.
www.bigredmuse.com
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Rahya Blackwell
Jewelry

Rahya jewelry designs are created by 
hand with a unique modern minimalist 
and timeless aesthetic.

Robin Hegemier 
Painting

When others view my work, I want 
them to feel a sense of ease or fun 
in the painting. At the same time, I 
want to draw them into the art with 
a curious desire to look a little closer. 
My personality is straight forward and 
happy, so most of my painting reflects 
that as well. I especially enjoy giving 
my animal paintings witty titles.

Kyle Gross
Jewelry

I create metal jewelry designs 
inspired by natural forms and 
textures and by an Eastern design 
sensibility. My jewelry designs are 
created in sterling silver, gold-
fill, solid gold and other metals 
using various techniques such as 
soldering, fusing, roller-milled & 
hammer texturing, riveting and 
many others.
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Sally Fraser  
Mixed Media & Painting

A roadmap of my cumulative art expe-
riences would show the willingness to 
experiment with different mediums and 
be open to creative moments. My art is 
eclectic. 

www.sallyfraserfineart.com
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Sharon Truman Kelly 
Tree Jewelry

Tree jewelry is jewelry for your trees! My 
unique variety of yard art is made of glass 
beads and tin or brass bells. These works 
are designed to be outdoors allowing the 
glass to be illuminated by sunlight and the 
bells to chime in the blowing winds.

Joyce Stevens
Painting

Bits of found objects, book pages, house 
plans and sewing pattersn often find their 
way into Joyce’s mixed media layers as 
she celebrates the pure joy of each day by 
capturing it’s fleeting magic on canvas.



Cynthia Bloom
Jewelry

My jewelry features antique, vintage and 
modern treasures that I have been collecting 
for many years - including old-world Czech 
Bohemian glass beads, iridescent glass 
buttons, crystals and gemstones. I infuse 
these dazzling objects d’art into unique 
creations.

www.cynthiabloom.com 12
507 Lockhart
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Kyle Hawley
Prints

Letterpress PLAY is a design and print studio 
that fosters community through play and 
sustainable products.

Carolyn Kimball
Prints

Modern, nature inspired design for the 
home. Tea towels, ornaments and trivets.
Kimballprintshome.com
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Monica Ceniceros
Mixed Media

Mixed media artist known for her unique 
technique of rich color combinations along 
wood grain. By highlighting and working with 
the natural imperfections of each wood panel, 
she reminds us that there is beauty in even 
the simplest of things. “We should embrace 
individuality and show off what makes us 
unique. That’s where true beauty lives”

Whitney Avra
Mixed Media

Whitney Avra is a contemporary mixed-
media artist working with vintage portraiture 
photography and vibrant colors to explore 
ideas about female identity.

whitneyavra.com

Kristin Moore
Painting

Through painting, Kristin Moore 
explores nostalgia and atmosphere 
through landscapes of the Western US.

kristinmooreart.com



201 Park
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Christ Lutheran Church
Quilts & Art Camp Projects

Our site will display both 
handmade quilts that are made 
by the ladies of our congrega-
tion for distribution in global 
relief efforts, and various pieces 
of art that were created by the 
children of our community at 
our summer art camps. Compli-
mentary refreshments will also 
be available.

201 Park
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Also Featuring:

Art from the Streets

Down Home Ranch

Marbridge

Ann Hunt
Painting

My paintings are composed of many 
layers of silk, ink, paper, and paint to 
make a palimpsest that reflects my 
lifelong practice of drawing and writing  
together with my love of animals and 
the outdoors.

Nelson Knight
Painting

I paint large, colorful, abstract 
depictions of nature that bring 
the outdoors indoor.



Home Slice Pizza - North Loop 
501 E 53rd St, Austin, Texas 78751 • 512-707-PIES

The Original Home Slice Pizza • 1415 S Congress Ave 
MORE Home Slice • 1421 S Congress Ave 

Austin, Texas 78704 • 512-444-PIES
 



Jim Saxton III  •  127 E Riverside Dr, Suite 109
saxtoninsurance.com  •  512-441-1082


